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Camera. Lens. Lightroom.
You’ve got the camera, you’ve got the lens. Now there’s one essential tool lef : 

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 sof ware. It helps you take your photos to the 

next level, let ing you do everything from correct the tiniest details to unleashing 

awe-inspiring possibilities and beyond.
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The re-imagined and re-designed digital versions of Popular Photography and 

American Photo. They have ALL the same content as the print magazines, 

along with special iPad-only features. Now available on the iPad.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

One-year subscriptions to the iPad versions of Popular Photography and American Photo.
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ot 17 flashed onto the screen in christie’s 

rockefeller plaza auction room and the 

early bidding on man ray’s “Untitled 

rayograph, 1922” escalated fast. estimates were 

that this early gelatin silver photogram, a unique 

image that ray created by placing objects on light-

sensitive photographic paper and exposing without 

a negative, would sell for $250,000 to $350,000.  

But between online bidders, the murmured back-

and-forth of christie’s staff at banks of telephones, 

and the discreet gestures of buyers in the room, the 

price swiftly cleared that hurdle. When the price hit 

$800,000, observers gasped. Finally, and to much ap-

plause, a man in the front seats claimed the prize for 

$1 million. (With the auction house’s buyer’s premi-

um, the final selling price reached $1,203,750, an auc-

tion record for a photo by man ray.) one of the art 

dealers there told me that the winning bidder was 

an agent for a prominent american collector, but for 

now, anyway, the new owner remains anonymous. 

Besides this show-stopper, “the deLighted 

eye: modern masterworks from a private col-

lection” sent more than 70 photographic works, 

including a few bound albums, scattering back 

out into the market. once the bidding started, i 

wished i had registered to buy instead of merely 

observing as a member of the press.

this was my first photography auction, but one 

of several in new York city in the first eight days of 

april. christie’s held others, as did Sotheby’s, phil-

lips, and Doyle new York, with Swann’s scheduled 

for april 18. at the same time, the 2013 aipaD (as-

sociation of international photography art Dealers) 

show at the park avenue armory assembled more 

than 75 galleries from around the world exhibiting 

all kinds of work for sale. Before the week was out,  

i found myself in a state of pure collector’s mania.

i may never be able to afford an original rayo-

graph, but luckily, as michelle Dunn marsh points 

out in “Living with photographs” (page 54), you 

don’t have to be a millionaire to start collecting.  

i’m contemplating a judicious raid on my savings 

account for one or two of the unforgettable con-

temporary images i’ve seen this season.  

Art and 
Commerce
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MiriaM Leuchter, editor-in-chief

Above: Man Ray, 1890–1976, 

“Untitled Rayograph, 1922.” 

Unique gelatin silver  

photogram, signed in pencil 

on the mount; annotation 

“Original Man Ray 23” in ink 

on the reverse of the mount; 

image/sheet, 9 1/4 x7 in.; 

mount, 14x10 5/8 in. The piece 

sold in April for more than 

$1.2 million at a Christie’s 

auction in New York.
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Above: An image from 

Rozovsky’s series One to 

Nothing, photographed 

in Israel. The project re-

sulted in a 2011 book  

of the same title.

ow does a photographer today say anything 

new about a place when every inch of the civi-

lized world has been Instagrammed or Street 

Viewed to death?

That is a question that frames Irina Rozovsky’s 

work. Her personal projects have taken her to  

Israel, Cuba, her native Russia, and corners of her 

adopted hometown of New York City—cultures  

that carry the weight of history and well-trodden 

visual landscapes. Therein lies the challenge.

“You tell people you photograph in Cuba and 

they think you’re some National Geographic wan-

nabe. Or you say Israel, and they assume you’re 

photographing Palestinian children or Israeli 

soldiers. In Russia they think you’re photograph-

ing post-Soviet decay,” says Rozovsky, who doesn’t 

think the “travel photog raphy” moniker describes 

her either. “My photos are personal experiences of 

a place,” she says. “Because every place is so recog-

nizable now, you probably know a location without 

H

The people behInd The pIcs  AlternAte tAke 18  Books 20 on the wAll 24
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Irina Rozovsky captures the commonplace scenes of storied cultures—just below the surface  By john mahoney

everyday Marvels 
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Irina Rozovsky
irinar.com

Lives In Brooklyn, NY

Studied At Tufts University, 

Massachusetts College of Art

Awards Curator’s Choice, Phil

adelphia Museum of Art, 2012; 

Voies Off Prize Finalist, Arles, 

France, 2012; Forward Thinking 

Museum JGS Quarterly Photog

raphy Contest Winner, 2011 

Exhibitions A Perpetual Hold, 

Southeast Museum of Photog

raphy, Daytona, FL, 2013;  

In Plain Air, Noorderlicht Photo

festival, Groningen, The Neth

erlands, 2012; One to Nothing, 

Smith College, Northampton, 

MA, and Harvard University, 

Cambridge, MA, 2012

In the Bag Primarily medium

format cameras and film, 

including a Fujifilm GA645 

rangefinder 
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Above: A family portrait from Irina Rozovsky’s  

project In Plain Air, shot in brooklyn’s prospect park. 

Right: A beach scene from One to Nothing. 

my showing you landmarks,” she says. “We’re 

already on the same page, and that allows me to 

go beneath the surface. The place is secondary, but 

not inconsequential.”

Rozovksy began to hone this approach during 

a 2008 trip to visit cousins in Israel—a sojourn 

that became an intensive two-week photographic 

journey. “I got there and it just felt massive,” she 

says. She burned through 20 rolls of the medium-

format film she’d packed, warranting an emergen-

cy resupply. a Tel aviv shop called in a rush order 

from New York’s B&H photo shop; the film arrived 

in a few days. “I bought it on the spot for three 

times the price,” Rozovsky says. “I just knew.” 

Her instincts proved correct. The dummy book 

layout she created from 90 rolls of exposures in 

Israel caught the attention of the german art 

book publisher Kehrer Verlag. With a book deal, 

Rozovsky returned to Israel two years later for 

another week of shooting. The result was One to 

Nothing, a 2011 monograph whose only reference  

to Israel’s turbulent political life is the sly joke of 

its title, framing the country’s history of conflict as 

a match whose score is deadlocked at 1-0.  
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the book offers a meditative look at everyday 

life in a country whose individuals are often over-

shadowed by the nationalities, races, and religions 

to which they belong. rozovsky finds quiet mo-

ments where the country’s dramatic landscape, 

diverse humanity, and urban vitality come into 

focus. But it’s easy to miss anything that directly 

signifies “israel.”

 “my grandmother said, ‘You went to israel and 

you couldn’t even photograph the Wailing Wall? 

You call yourself a photographer?!’” rozovsky says. 

the book was very well received; photographer 

alec Soth named it one of the top 20 photobooks 

of 2011 in his year-end review. 

prior to her israel trip, rozovsky had set her 

sights on russia, where she lived as a child before 

she moved to massachusetts with her parents at 

age 8. When she returned as an adult, she didn’t 

find the rigid, crumbling, cold Soviet society her 

family had talked about—her photos from that 

unseasonably hot summer are sunny and youthful. 

her next stop post-israel was cuba, another  

opportunity to explore her heritage from a new 

perspective. in cuba, she notes, “political and 

social situations shaping people and their behav-

ior felt like a tangible thing. cuba’s a very unique 

place, so it felt like meeting someone you know 

from a previous life.”

closer to home, rozovsky has been working 

on In Plain Air, a series of portraits in Brooklyn’s 

prospect park, where she has pursued the same 

kinds of connections that underpin her work 

abroad. “to relate to another person, just for a 

second—that’s the only thing i’m really interested 

in,” she says. “every photo i make that’s not of a 

person has something in the frame that’s standing 

in for a person.”

Sometimes she looks back at herself, alone in 

unfamiliar territory like cuba, and marvels. “in the 

best scenarios you’re so taken by the photograph  

you forget everything else. You don’t think about 

danger—there were situations where i can’t believe  

i was by myself with a camera—because the moment 

is so powerful,” she says. “it’s a good feeling.” AP

Above: A photograph made 

in Brooklyn’s Prospect 

Park for Rozovsky’s ongo-

ing series In Plain Air. 

“The most challenging and 

the most mysterious thing is 

not necessarily photograph-

ing people as portraits,” 

she says, “but capturing an 

interaction with someone.”
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REGISTER ONLINE AT 

WWW.MENTORSERIES.COM

For more information, call toll-free 888-676-6468.

Join the Mentor Series this summer in a land consisting of majestic 
seascapes, diverse cultural heritage, and vibrant beauty. Nikon 
professional photographers Dave Black and Bill Durrence will guide you 
on this scenic photographic journey to Scotland, which promises much 
more than memories of vivid rolling hills, secluded coastal towns, and 
lush highlands. We will start our adventure in Edinburgh, and continue 
on to the dramatic coastline to capture images of quaint fishing villages 
and breathtaking vistas. We will head into the heart of the Highlands 
where vibrant colors of the surrounding hills, forests, and haunting 
castle ruins await your lens. A trip to Scotland wouldn’t be complete 
without considering the role the time-honored Whisky tradition plays 
and we will do so with a private tour of the Glenfiddich Distillery, 
producer of the world’s most awarded single malt. Here we will get a 
unique opportunity to get an up-close perspective of the process from 
mash to bottle with top distillers. Your mentors will continue to make 
sure your photos adequately tell your story as we witness the rich 
whisky-making experience at this picturesque distillery. A jaunt to the 
Isle of Skye will afford us the opportunity to admire the velvet moors, 
view the sparkling lochs, and capture the impressive jagged mountains 
and towering sea cliffs often iconic of this beautiful country. A Mentor 
Series Trek to Scotland will enchant, inspire, and change the way you 
approach photography for years to come.

Welcome to Glacier National Park, where an endless landscape of 
rugged peaks, pristine waters and untouched wildlife has been preserved 
for thousands of years. In September we return to the Big Sky Country 
of Montana to explore the scenic wonders of one of our nation’s most 
cherished national parks. Join Mentor Series and Nikon professional 
photographers Reed Hoffmann, Wolfgang Kaehler and Layne Kennedy 
to learn the ultimate photo tips and techniques for capturing all the 
beauty that Montana and Glacier National Park has to offer. Master the 
art of sunrise photography when you experience the fi rst colors of the 
day refl ected in the waters of Two Medicine Lake. The “ah” moment 
will be that iconic shot of tiny Wild Goose Island on St. Mary Lake, a 
breathtaking scene at sunrise. We will travel along the Going-To-The-
Sun Road, an engineering marvel completed in 1932. A key stop will be 
Logan Pass, sitting atop the Continental Divide which promises sightings 
of marmots, mountain goats and bighorn sheep. From here we’ll embark 
on a hike to Hidden Lake overlook. A visit to the Triple “D” Game Farm 
provides an opportunity to get up-close with a few of the animals in 
their native environment. Add on an afternoon at Flathead Lake Lodge, 
a classic dude ranch brimming with photos ops for cowboy/horse action. 
You will not want to miss the grandeur and beauty that Montana and 
Glacier National Park have to offer.

SCOTLAND
AUGUST 2-11, 2013

MONTANA
SEPTEMBER 13-18, 2013
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FOR THE PAST 15 YEARS, the Mentor Series has taken photo enthusiasts to
destinations across the country and around the world. With top Nikon professional 
photographers accompanying participants every day and teaching them how and 
what to shoot, there’s nothing like a Mentor Series trek. You and your photography 
will never be the same!

Pack your camera gear and come aboard with the Mentor Series on 
a scenic, island-hopping adventure in Baja California & the Sea of 
Cortez. Nikon professional photographers Bob Smith, Layne Kennedy, 
plus National Geographic photographer Flip Nicklin, will guide you on 
your photographic journey, and make sure you are getting the most 
out of your equipment, while considering the amazing opportunities 
that await the press of your shutter. Working with Lindblad Expeditions-
National Geographic, this Mentor Series trek will take you to a number of 
islands and destinations throughout the Sea of Cortez via our own private 
62-guest expedition ship. The vivid cerulean sea teems with dolphins 
and extraordinary marine life, and we will offer you the unique chance to 
get a closer perspective by diving into the rich waters with the playful sea 
lions, or kayaking off a quiet sandy beach. Surrounded by the dramatic 
scenery, and with the Nikon pros by your side, the possibilities for picture-
making, unique travel experiences, and detailed educational guidance 
are endless. We will enjoy a light hike through forests of giant cacti, visit 
the historic town of Loreto, and journey into the mountains to photograph 
the 300-year-old San Javier Mission. You will not want to miss this trek 
with the Mentor Series as we embark on this journey in the Sea of Cortez.

BAJA CALIFORNIA &

THE SEA OF CORTEZ

JANUARY 4–11, 2014
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Come on a Mentor Series trek and try out 

some of the latest equipment that offers 

including their high-performance HD-SLRs, 

NIKKOR lenses, the Nikon 1 System and a 

variety of COOLPIX compact digital cameras.

Special thanks 
to our premier 

sponsor: ®

Beneath a canopy of clouds, the impressive Arenal Volcano stands in 
the distance and a verdant world of tropical forests, twisting canyons, 
and cascading waterfalls awaits. Join Nikon professional photographers 
Lucas Gilman and Reed Hoffmann to experience the beauty of Costa Rica 
and explore the benefi ts of using video to tell a story using Nikon’s latest 
HD-SLRs. At Arenal Natura Ecological Park, we will turn our cameras 
to frogs, birds, reptiles, and other rare species to capture the array of 
brilliant colors present here. Press the “record” button to gather a world 
of sounds unique to this region. Consider your mentors’ best advice as 
they assist you in capturing the simple movements of graceful butterfl ies 
or representing the vibrant, yet peaceful ambience of the cloud forest. 
Secure your camera gear and sail above the treetops on a zip-line, and 
navigate through the lush tropical forest on a series of hanging bridges.  
Practice the camera movement techniques you’re learning along the 
way as you record the action of a brave adventurist rappelling down a 
river canyon over brilliant waterfalls and into the tropical waters beyond. 
Learning basic HD editing techniques and the considerations to be 
taken when motion and sound are added to your travel journal will leave 
you prepared to narrate a richer, fuller story.
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he horizon is a line that separates earth and 

sky. For photojournalist Brendan  

Bannon and jazz pianist Boyd Lee Dunlop, it 

became a point of artistic connection.

the pair’s bond began improbably in 2010 when 

Bannon, who had been living in Nairobi, Kenya, 

returned to his hometown of Buffalo, New York, to 

shoot a photo essay at the Delaware Nursing and 

rehabilitation center. there he met Dunlop, an 

elderly resident with a friendly manner and a habit 

of playing the home’s out-of-tune old piano.

Bannon was intrigued. he’d spent most of his 

twenties in Buffalo caring for his mother, who 

was living with multiple sclerosis. “the experi-

ence of taking care of my mother showed me that 

behind every moment of perceived suffering there 

is a profound victory over circumstances,” Bannon 

has noted. “i look at people’s lives as being full of 

meaningful relationships, striving against odds and 

achieving small victories.”

t

How a photo project and a dilapidated piano inspired a friendship—and an unlikely collaboration  By michelle Bogre

Meeting by the Lake
that awareness drew him to Dunlop. Now 86,  

he was twice Bannon’s age. the guy could also  

really play that piano. Although he had been a 

working musician most of his life, he had made only 

two recordings—as a sideman in the ’50s— 

unlike his brother, Frankie Dunlop, a drummer 

who played with such jazz greats as thelonious 

Monk and charles Mingus. if anyone were going  

to help Dunlop realize his dream of releasing a solo 

album, it would be Bannon.

After a bake sale at the nursing home raised 

enough money to get the old piano tuned, Bannon 

recorded a demo of Dunlop and sent it to a friend, 

Allen Farmelo, a New York–based record producer 

and owner of Butterscotch records. the result was 

an album, Boyd’s Blues, recorded in a Buffalo studio 

with bassist Sabu Adeyola and drummer Virgil Day. 

With coverage in the New York Times and on Npr, 

the album was warmly received and even debuted 

at the top of the itunes jazz chart in 2011. 

ALternAte tAke

Above and opposite: Bren-

dan Bannon’s Lake Erie 

images that Dunlop used 

to improvise the album. 

Opposite, middle: Boyd Lee 

Dunlop in a studio session 

for his second album, The 

Lake Reflections (below).
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A nice story—but there’s more. Dunlop’s resur-

gence inspired Bannon to resume work on a series 

of Lake Erie photographs that he had started but 

abandoned years earlier. “My house is on the lake, 

and in Buffalo we’re defined by our relationship 

to the lake,” he says. “i can close my eyes and see 

Boyd sitting alone every day playing that decrepit 

piano and it reminds me that we chase our creative 

dreams because we have to. When the lake makes 

me feel something, i grab my camera.” 

Bannon’s Lake Erie images are a departure from 

his work documenting orphanages in romania or 

the impact of conflicts in Somalia and the congo. 

the quiet lake images trace changes in the horizon, 

lake, and sky. Seemingly simple compositions, the 

images vary ever so slightly in the shifting position 

of the horizon line; the longer one lingers, the more 

emotionally complex they appear. “taking these 

photographs became my daily meditations,” Bannon 

says. “one of the revelations in getting to know 

Boyd was that it’s about keeping your eyes open 

and getting down to doing your work.”    

the lake images connected the two friends once 

again after Dunlop suffered cardiac arrest—he 

appeared to have died when his heart stopped for 

six minutes. When he recovered, he announced his 

desire to record another album. this time, Farmelo 

wanted to produce a solo disk with Dunlop play-

ing original compositions, improvised at the piano. 

So the producer employed a technique he’d tried 

before: using visuals to help a musician focus and 

center on a feeling or mood. Farmelo asked Bannon 

to bring his Lake Erie photographs to a session. “i 

wanted atmosphere, mood—something very univer-

sal, and very little is more universal than a hori-

zon,” Farmelo says. “these images show Brendan in 

a different way. the side of him that’s an artist had 

resurfaced, and i thought Boyd might respond.”

it worked. “Boyd really got inside these images,” 

Farmelo says. A photograph of melancholy ripples 

prompted Dunlop to say, “i’ve looked at the picture 

and cried until i didn’t have anything to cry about 

anymore.” the musician sat down at the piano and 

recorded eight improvisational tracks. his 2012  

album, The Lake Reflections, is paired with Bannon’s 

images reproduced in a 16-page booklet that comes 

with the cD. (the disk and images are at cdbaby.

com or downloadable from itunes. Listen to a 

sample at americanphoto.com/dunlop-bannon.) 

Dunlop sometimes composed specifically to an 

image; other times to several. A shot of raindrops 

evoked a descending piano figure in “First Drops of 

rain;” a fiery red sunset inspired “Sunset turmoil.” 

Like the photos, the music is evocative, graceful, 

and inventive. Dunlop uses the piano to “create a 

peace he doesn’t get anywhere else,” notes Farmelo. 

And Bannon uses Dunlop’s music to remind 

himself to make images that give him respite. “i 

listen to Boyd’s music when i’m traveling. it’s in my 

head and it weaves its way into my work,” he says, 

off on another photojournalism assignment.  AP

  



A mysterious journey through the backroads of America and the mists of time  By Jack crager

Hido’s Seeking
excerpts from silver meadows
By Todd Hido Nazraeli Press $75 

Todd Hido’s work seems to spring from the edge 

of consciousness that one traverses when enter-

ing and exiting dreams. Reflecting his experiences 

growing up in Kent, Ohio, it conjures the real—

Silver Meadows is a suburban development on the 

outskirts of town—and the artfully unreal: a hazy 

reimagined memoir of life in rural America. It’s a 

strange and beautiful mix, likely to baffle viewers 

and draw them back in for more.

Hido is no stranger to the power of mystery. 

Since his debut monograph in 2001, House Hunting 

(Nazraeli Press), he has blended ethereal imagery 

(mostly shot at night) with narrative flow to create 

mesmerizing art books. This time around, found 

artifacts—snapshots, a track-and-field ribbon, 

news paper clippings—enter the fray and act as 

fragmentary memories from an everyman child-

Clockwise from top left: 

Three dreamscapes from 

Todd Hido’s Excerpts from 

Silver Meadows: “#6349,” 

“#3972-b,” “#10473-b.”
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hood. These are sprinkled within a travelogue of 

blurry scenes shot on American roads, often with a 

car windshield as a framing device; the lack of time 

references scrambles the past with the present.

And then there are the girls. Hido’s inter-

spersed models appear as dreamy as the land-

scapes, oozing a quaint blend of innocence and 

desire, their faraway eyes and soft shapes beckon-

ing as warmth against the isolation of the road 

scenes. Yet they’re far from coquettish, and what-

ever solace they offer seems fleeting, like flash-

backs amid their lonely motel surroundings.

One female face makes repeat appearances, an-

other looks out hauntingly at the book’s end, where 

her glassy eyes and hand-over-mouth expression in-

dicate some sort of shocked sadness. This is followed 

by a shot of a rotary-dial phone on the carpet with 

its receiver off the hook. What does that signify?  

A sudden parting? Or maybe just a weird dream.

  



Focal length: 18mm    Exposure: F/8 1/1000 sec ISO200    Aperture priority mode

www.tamron-usa.com 

Focal length: 270mm   

Exposure: F/8 1/800 sec ISO200   

Aperture priority mode

Tamron has garnered 

international acclaim for its 

lenses, including seven 

consecutive EISA awards, 

one of the industry’s most 

prestigious awards.

Just one lens for every moment.

You’re not just taking pictures — you’re creating memories. The versatile Tamron 

15X all-in-one 18-270mm lens effortlessly zooms from wide to telephoto so you’re 

able to capture all of your favorite people, places, and things without changing lenses. 

Just 3.8 inches long and weighing an ultra light 15.9 ounces, the compact lens is as 

easy to carry as it is to use. Vibration Compensation (VC) technology eliminates 

camera shake, while the Piezo Drive ensures faster, quieter precision autofocus. 

Don’t get frustrated with a basic kit lens when you’re trying to get closer to the 

important subjects in your life. Just one lens. For all life’s moments.

(Model B008) For Canon, Nikon and Sony* DSLRs.

*Sony mount does not include VC as stabilization is built into the Sony camera body.
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photojournalists on war: the untold stories from iraq 
By Michael Kamber University of Texas Press $65 

This hefty volume gives voice to 39 photographers who bear front-row witness to 

the Iraq War, from the year leading up to the u.S. invasion through the war’s end 

and aftermath. In frank language, the photographers describe acts of heroism and 

pangs of guilt: the horrors they saw, their frustrations over perceived censorship 

of their work. Accompanying the tales are many previously unpublished photo-

graphs that convey various sides of the conflict—from 

the bravery of Iraqi residents carrying on life in war 

zones to the unsightly injuries of soldiers. While the 

book surveys living legends including Todd Heisler, 

eugene Richards, Nina Berman, and Tyler Hicks, it’s 

dedicated to “the 151 Iraqi journalists who gave their 

lives covering this war,” and to Tim Heatherington 

and chris Hondros, lensmen who were killed in Libya.

serpentine
By Mark Laita Abrams $50  

The lowly serpent, scorned by humans since the 

time of Adam and eve: could it be an object of 

beauty? Through Laita’s lens, snakes shine in all 

their iridescent glory, their mosaic skins popping 

out against black seamless like living sculptures. 

In his prologue, Laita conveys the fearsome thrill 

of shooting these ofttimes 

venomous species: “Their 

beauty heightens the danger. 

The danger amplifies their 

beauty.” Most of the text is 

confined to captions in the 

back of the book; the pic-

tures speak for themselves.

black maps: american landscape  
and the apocalyptic sublime 
By David Maisel Steidl $85 

For nearly three decades, Maisel has photographed 

the earth’s fate in eerie aerial images that might be 

gorgeous if their message weren’t so grim. From his 

black-and-white surveys of open pit mines in the 

mid-1980s to his hyper-hued Terminal Mirage series 

from the 2000s, Maisel’s images of environmental 

impact consider aesthetics and politics together in 

scenes of grandeur and decay. 

This is the first comprehensive 

survey of Maisel’s oeuvre, which 

began questioning the relation-

ship between man and nature 

when Al gore was still a first-

term senator.

Clockwise from top left: Mark Laita’s “Albino Black 

Pastel Royal Python, 2010”; Christoph Bangert’s shot 

of suspected insurgents detained in a Bradley Fight-

ing Vehicle during an early-morning raid in Tal Afar, 

2005; David Maisel’s “The Lake Project 20,” 2002.

  



Capture The World
with Nikon Professional Photographers

HANDS-ON LEARNING • EXCLUSIVE PHOTO OPS • DIGITAL REVIEW SESSIONS

Promotion
®

ANNOUNCING NIKON AS THE 2013-2014 PREMIER SPONSOR

REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.MENTORSERIES.COM

For more information, call toll-free at 888-676-6468.

UPCOMING DESTINATIONS INCLUDE: 

COSTA RICA • THAILAND • NEW ORLEANS • UTAH • SOUTH DAKOTA • GALÁPAGOS • MONTANA • NEW YORK CITY

D600 D4 D800
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© Donnie Sexton
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on the wall

Miles Aldridge:  

i Only WAnt yOu tO lOve Me 

Steven Kasher Gallery, New York, NY, May 8–June 8  stevenkasher.com 

British fashion and fine-art photographer miles  

aldridge renders fantastic candy colors and cin-

ematic scenes as an absurd play on the roles that 

women inhabit in the drama of life. in these brightly 

hued dreamscapes, reminiscent of films from direc-

tors David Lynch and Derek Jarman, aldridge’s 

perfectly dressed and coiffed female models become 

accessories in dizzyingly psychedelic scenes. though 

their mood seems playful at first, the panoply of 

objects and the disposition of the subjects suggest 

a darker stereotype: the female image sexualized 

and objectified in a world based on materialism and 

fashion. his carefully composed tableaux also satire 

roles such as “soccer mom,” “vamp,” and “secre-

tary.” after getting his start directing music videos 

before beginning a career as a fashion photogra-

pher in the early ’90s, aldridge went on to make a 

career out of shooting editorial images for some of 

the most prestigious magazines in the world, and 

he’s garnered a cultlike following for his edgy work. 

aldridge’s images have been compared to “the Step-

ford Wives on acid,” and aptly so. this retrospective 

includes 20 large-scale color photographs and coin-

cides with the launch of two new books by the artist: 

Miles Aldridge: I Only Want You to Love Me (rizzoli, 

$75) and Other Pictures (edition 7L/Steidl, $145).

Are these pretty women happy? Or are they 
telling us something else? By lindsAy COMstOCk

Dreams & 
Screams

From top: two of Miles

 Aldridge’s psychedelic studies 

of women’s issues on view at 

Steven Kasher Gallery, 

“Short Breaths #5,”  

2012; “Actress #6,” 2012.
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on the wall

G Mike BrOdie: A PeriOd Of Juvenile PrOsPerity 

M+B Gallery, Los Angeles, CA, through May 11 mbart.com 

When Brodie—also known as the polaroid Kidd—set out on the open road,  

he relied a lot on free transport: hitchhiking, hopping trains, hooking up with 

other free spirits. his eclectic photo series began after he found a polaroid  

SX-70 on the backseat of a friend’s car and continued later on 35mm film.  

this exhibition features 30 images made during three years of cross-country 

vagabonding around the united States, documenting a time of youthful aban-

don and an alternative path toward the american Dream. the show coincides 

with another at new york’s yossi milo gallery and the release of Brodie’s  

first monograph of the same title (twin palms, $65).

G ABelArdO MOrell:  

the universe next dOOr

Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL, June 1–Sept. 2 artic.edu  

morell’s richly toned black-and-white shots of 

ephemera, dreamy camera obscura images, and 

photographs of outdoor detritus have defined his 

career. this 100-photo retrospective covers 25 years, 

including never-seen recent color work. the show 

will travel to L.a.’s J. paul getty museum later this 

year and atlanta’s high museum of art in 2014.

Photoespaña 2013 E
Various venues, Madrid, Spain,  

June 5–July 28 phe.es

This year’s theme is “Body. Eros 

and Politics,” with a close look at 

the human body and its cultural, 

political, and aesthetic implica-

tions. Stars include Shirin Neshat, 

Francesca Woodman, Edward 

Weston, and Harry Callahan.

Summer Festivals

Clockwise from top left: Mike Brodie’s image #5065, 

2006–2009, at M+B; Abelardo Morell’s “Camera  

Obscura: View of the Brooklyn Bridge in Bedroom,” 

2009, at the Art Institute of Chicago; “Divine Rebellion,”  

2012, by Shirin Neshat, at PHotoEspaña in Madrid;  

Bill Brandt’s “East Sussex Coast,” 1957, at MoMA. c
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F      Bill BrAndt: 

shAdOW And 

light 

The Museum of Modern Art,  

New York, NY, through Aug. 12  

moma.org

though Bill Brandt  

rose to prominence in 

London in the 1930s,  

he learned his trade  

in man ray’s paris  

studio—and he picked up 

valuable tips from the 

master about making 

the everyday world look 

fresh and strange. this 

show traces Brandt’s 

career arc from that 

apprenticeship to his 

magazine-commissioned 

shots of moonlit London 

during a blackout to 

the sensual nudes that 

marked his artistic peak.  

scotiabank Contact  
Photography festival
Various venues, Toronto, ON, Canada, May 1–31 

scotiabankcontactphoto.com 

Titled “Field of Vision,” this one explores our lives and 

surroundings as defined by the photo’s frame. Highlights 

include Sebastião Salgado’s Genesis project, focused on 

pristine regions; Erik Kessels’s 24-hour photo installation, 

drawing on hundreds of thousands of images posted to 

Flickr in one day; and Martin Parr’s exploration of food. 

look3 festival of the Photograph

Various venues, Charlottesville, VA, June 13–15 look3.org 

Billed as “Three Days of Peace, Love, and Photography,” 

LOOK3 crams a lot in. Gregory Crewdson, Josef Kouedelka, 

Susan Meiselas, Michael “Nick” Nichols, Richard Misrach, 

Tim Laman, and Carrie Mae Weems are all in exhibitions.  

A host of discussions, slideshows, new-artist showcases, 

and block parties round out the offerings.

  



www.tamron-usa.com 

Picture Perfect. Telephoto That Delivers.

SP 70-200mm
F/2.8 Di VC USD
Effortless Performance,Outstanding Resolution, A Class Apart.

Tamron’s SP (Super Performance) 70‒200mm F/2.8 lens delivers high resolution and 

high performance to cater to the needs of experienced amateurs or professionals who 

demand the best standards. Whether you’re preserving a special moment, capturing 

the right image to communicate a feeling, or shooting to make a cover photo, 

Tamron’s 70‒200mm F/2.8 brings photographer and camera together in fl awless 

unison. Tamron’s proprietary USD (Ultrasonic Silent Drive) combined with VC 

(Vibration Compensation) captures action in high-speed without distracting from 

the moment—and without camera-shake. This compact, full-size telephoto zoom 

lens offers serious photographers the power to capture the moment from afar 

while preserving it in high fi delity. 

Model A009
Di (Digitally Integrated) lens designed for digital APS-C and 
full-size SLR cameras, with flower-shaped lens hood. 
Compatible mounts: Canon, Nikon, Sony*

* The Sony mount does not include VC, as Sony digital SLR bodies include image stabilization functionality. The Sony lens is designated as “SP 70-200mm F/2.8 Di USD”.
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An Italian dinner

re-enacted and

photographed for

Gather Journal,

Fall/Winter 2013. ©
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Feast
A
Visual

Marcus Nilsson on the secrets of food photography
by Marcus NilssoN 
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On the Job

Above: A fruit mash-up for

Swallow Magazine (2012). 

Opposite: Grapefruit 

Brûlée in Bon Appétit 

(January 2012).

When i started out, i didn’t want to do food 

photography. i’ve always collected cookbooks and i 

read food magazines, because they give me inspira-

tion for cooking and i like the information. i never 

really liked the pictures, though. as an assistant to 

other photographers i worked on everything from 

fashion to interiors to catalogs. every now and 

then there would be some kind of food in a shot—

half-eaten chocolate cake or something. i worked 

for a few food photographers, but i couldn’t stand 

the way they thought about food, the way the food 

stylist dealt with the food, the way it was photo-

graphed. this was the early days, 10 years ago and 

more. everything looked very different then. So i 

didn’t want to shoot food and i didn’t shoot food. i 

shot portraits; i shot still lifes. 

For most of the food shoots i assisted on, things 

were pretty. the photographers were shooting 

backlit, with a very shallow depth of field—every-

thing was perfect. i didn’t want to deal with it. 

even today i never get hired to do a pretty salad 

story. i usually get the ugly stories—the food that’s 

not so photogenic, that’s usually what i get hired to 

shoot. i don’t mind. i don’t like pretty things.

one of the first guys to hire me, in 2006, was 

richard Ferretti at Gourmet. an approach of his 

was to hire photographers who had never really 

photographed food before. he wanted people 

who weren’t pre-editing in their heads: “oK, this 

is how i have to shoot because i’m shooting for 

Gourmet, or this i have to shoot because i’m shoot-

ing for Martha Stewart Living.” he asked me for a 

10-page feature. at first i thought he was joking 

because i had never done a food job in my life. i 

figured he’d never hire me again, so i just shot how 

i thought it should be. it was so much fun to do, 

and the magazine really liked what i did. that’s 

when i realized i didn’t have to shoot food the way 

everyone else was doing it.

Art Imitates Life

i like my photographs to be spontaneous. ideally, i 

like to just see things in the world, whether travel-

ing or at home or in the studio, and take a snap-

shot and that’s it. i want an honest picture. 

that’s how the opening image happened. i was 

in italy early last year and i had this amazing meal 

at a restaurant in rome, in the historic Jewish 

ghetto. When i left the restaurant, i took a snap-

shot of our table with my little digital camera. i’m 

friends with Gather Journal’s founder and creative 

director, michele outland, so when i got back i 

pitched the story to her. i said, “i want to re-create 

this picture in a studio or something. Let’s make it 

massive and really sexy and nice.” it just happened 

to fit in well with one of the themes they had 

planned, which was “traces.”

and that’s what we did. all of us sat down and 

had lunch. it was michele and me, and the food 

stylist maggie ruggiero and prop stylist theo 

Vamvounakis—it’s her apartment, her props. i ©
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am very opinionated about how food 

should be. When i see a cut of meat, for 

example, i know if it’s right. i never plan 

out exactly what i’m going to do; it just happens. 

it’s the same when i set up a photograph. you 

touch things, you move things, change the light and 

the angle, and all of a sudden it all comes togeth-

er—and that’s what it is. that’s it. how i get there 

and why, i don’t know. 

my way of working is different from other food 

photographers. in Sweden i attended culinary 

school and then worked my way up from dish-

washer to executive chef. then i got an offer to 

work at aquavit in new york with marcus Samu-

elsson. i’d never lived outside Sweden, so i took 

the chance and moved to the u.S. on an 18-month 

contract. But i’d always been interested in art, and 

the older i got, the more i got into painting and 

drawing. i started taking art classes full-time at 

Laguardia community college and working at res-

taurants nights and weekends. at the same time, i 

was getting burnt out on the restaurant business. 

it’s a hard lifestyle. So i decided to take a leap, quit 

cooking, and stay in school for fine art. i was in 

my late twenties, and i just took a wild chance. i 

stopped cooking professionally around 2000.

i
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Opposite and above: Parts

and innards of pork and 

veal were laid bare in 

elegant still lifes for Black 

Ink magazine (2012).
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had my assistant and some other people. We ate 

carbonara and sardines and bread and wine, then 

they all left the table and I took the picture (I 

moved a few things around a little first). We set up 

the other shots in the feature in a similar manner. 

What do you do before dinner? you sit down and 

smoke cigarettes, have a cocktail, eat nuts. So we 

did that too. We also did a dessert moment with 

coffee, grappa, and an empty plate. 

now, projects like this aren’t just having fun and 

putting on dinner parties. I try different approaches 

technically to challenge myself. So for Gather I 

found the first camera I ever got, an old nikon 

Fm2 35mm film camera, and I told myself, “I’m 

going to shoot this whole thing with this camera 

and I’m not going to use a tripod”—the exact oppo-

site of what I usually do. I couldn’t see what I was 

shooting. then, I took the film to a chinese guy in 

the east Village to one-hour process some plates 

and I got these four-by-six prints, like we used to 

get back in the day. the colors aren’t right, there’s 

no detail, but that was the whole idea. I used those 

little four-by-six prints as finals for the magazine. 

they are very intimate.

usually it doesn’t work that way—most of  

my photos are set up—but I still want them  

to look just like something is really going on.  

I pretend that I’m walking into this restaurant,  

or this cafe or someone’s home or whatever, and  

I just saw this and took a picture. I want you to 

feel the experience of the meal or of preparing 

it. that’s the whole idea—it’s not just a picture of 

someone’s untouched plate.

unfortunately, more and more magazines are 

not taking risks, not being as creative as they used 

to be. I guess they have to sell the magazine and so 

may be reluctant to get too weird. But meanwhile, 

smaller magazines are coming in, and because 

they’re independent they can do whatever they 

want. Gather Journal is one; Swallow Magazine is 

another. that’s where I get my creative outlet.

A Hands-On Approach

When I’m on a job, I always touch the food myself. 

I haven’t worked much with food stylists. there 

are only a couple that I really like to work with, 

and they know me very well. they’re the ones 

who let me get my hands in there and move the 

food and touch it, eat it, whatever is needed for 

a shot. one of my absolute favorites is Victoria 

granof. She is the master. She can take you to 

another level, where there’s a story happening. 

She and I are very similar in that way.

We did “guts of the Beast” together for Black 
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Ink, the magazine published by american express. 

that was colossal. often, foods are shot in a pot, a 

pan, a plate, some sort of tray. I always try to take 

it to different places, but there’s only so much you 

can do with a plate of food. So I was starting to 

think, “oK, what if we just do something beauti-

ful?” then Black Ink called me up and said, “We’re 

doing an entire issue on food. We want you to shoot 

these Fergus Henderson recipes—and you can do 

whatever you want. you have complete freedom. 

you can pick your team and we want it to be dif-

ferent.” It was a dream assignment, and a chance 

to try something a little more conceptual. 

around 2007 I had started a personal project 

photographing animal parts as still lifes. I photo-

graphed sheep hearts and a few other pieces, in 

black and white and then later in color. For Black 

Ink I wanted to take it further, doing all the parts, 

the offal—really beautiful still lifes, but still slightly 

deconstructed. So instead of shooting a com-

pleted, cooked veal terrine, I made a still life with 

the ingredients—the brain, the cognac, and the 

seasonings. I kept the light very stark, with no real 

shadows, so that it almost feels as if you’re under a 

Above: Nilsson focused 

on color in this cornbread 

photograph for the New 

York Times Magazine 

(March 2012).

fluorescent light. It adds to a quality that’s a little 

bit clinical, a little bit sterile.

the pig’s ears and feet is one of my favorite  

photographs from this story. When you cook pig’s 

ear, there’s just a lot of skin and you have to shave 

it, just like you would shave your beard. chef  

Henderson recommends in his recipe that you use 

a Bic shaver. angharad Bailey, the prop stylist, 

brought a pink one just to make it different. and 

then the way the pig’s feet are crossed over, it’s 

very feminine. I think it’s very sexy.

It’s really difficult to work with food or with 

photography without getting into the experience 

or getting your hands a little dirty. I’ve always been 

fascinated by latex gloves in working with food, 

since in europe no one really uses gloves. Here in 

the u.S. everyone in the kitchen wears them. now 

it’s trendy to eat in a more conscious way, using the 

whole animal and getting to know the food—start-

ing to take the gloves off in a way. It’s also trendy 

to shoot like I do, so a lot of my old pictures—the 

ugly, dirty ones where people said, “yes, you’re never 

going to get any work shooting food”—now those 

are the ones I sell.    —As told to Meg Ryan Heery

On the Job
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Woman’s
Through  War

Some of today’s top conflict photographers 
just happen to be women. We spoke with 
a handful of these photojournalists about 
their experiences—and how they differ 
from their male colleagues’.
By Aimee BAldridge
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Above: A Libyan anti-

government fighter aims his 

weapon toward pro-Gadhafi 

forces approaching with 

airpower from above during 

a battle on the outskirts 

of Brega, Libya; by Heidi 

Levine, March 4, 2011. 

Previous spread: Libyan 

nationals in Martyrs’ 

Square, Tripoli, celebrate 

Gadhafi’s death and listen 

to Mustafa Abdul Jalil, 

chairman of the National 

Transitional Council, give 

an address in which he  

declared the liberation 

of the country; by Kate 

Brooks, October 23, 2011.
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W
in the 21st century, many of the world’s con-

flict zones are in places where laws and customs 

separate the sexes. Because of this fact, female 

photographers, who have now achieved equal status 

in the field, are able to access perspectives that are 

closed to men. Seeking out new vantage points on 

the front and behind it, they work to illuminate the 

many disparate elements forming the big picture of 

conflicts in our times.

Barriers and Access 

Women working in conflict zones face a double-

edged sword, especially in places where gender sep-

aration is part of the culture. they face lingering 

resistance to their presence in the field, and often 

must take extra precautions against becoming tar-

gets of violence. But for many female photographers 

these disadvantages are outweighed by the ability to 

gain better access to certain corners of society.  

When Levine started covering conflicts as a 

young photographer with the associated press in 

the early 1980s, it was still unusual to find female 

photojournalists working in war zones. She recalls 

how one boss, a man, demurred when in 1984 she 

asked for an assignment covering the flight of 

refugees during the aftermath of the 1982 Leba-

non War. “he said, ‘What am i going to tell your 

mother if something happens to you? You haven’t 

even had children yet,’” Levine says.

 

hen bombs fall in the desert, there’s no 

place to hide. in march 2011, as gadhafi’s 

air forces flew in low over the outskirts 

of the oil town of Brega, Libya, the small group 

of rebels and journalists there hoped their luck 

would hold. Veteran combat photographer heidi 

Levine was among them, capturing the rebels as 

they countered the attack. When the explosives 

and artillery fire hit the desert around them, rebels 

and journalists alike dropped to the ground. Levine 

crawled over to a longtime friend and competitor 

and kissed him on the forehead. “i just want to tell 

you i love you and i think your pictures are great,” 

she told him. Looking back, she says, “i think if i 

have it in me to kiss someone in such a situation, 

i am still what i want to be: woman and human.” 

one of the images she captured that day was in-

cluded in a Libyan civil war series of hers that won 

a picture of the Year international award.

While camaraderie under fire is no rarity, in 

many wars past it would have been unlikely for a 

woman to be behind the camera. During much of 

the 20th century it was exceptional for women to 

overcome barriers to working on the front lines. 

those who did make it there proved that in a war 

zone, the battlefront is one of the places where 

gender matters least for a photojournalist: When 

bullets are flying, being able to do the job comes 

down to individual mettle. 

  



Below: Lebanese people 

walk through the destruc-

tion in Beirut’s southern 

suburbs; by Lynsey  

Addario, August 14, 2006. 

Women in War

male photographer or correspondent, ‘hey, what 

are you doing covering a war? You’re a father!’”

Because women working in conflict areas are 

more commonly targets of sexual assault than men 

are, they may take extra precautions when it comes 

to vetting fixers and assistants and being careful 

about their accommodations. and women are still 

frequently groped in crowds and may need to deal 

with contacts who misinterpret their relationships 

or try to take advantage of the chaos that accompa-

nies war. “i once had a stalker in gaza who actually 

scared my male colleagues to the point where they 

were afraid to be with me,” says Levine.

But being a woman can also prove an advantage. 

“i can slip behind lines where males can’t neces-

sarily,” says Levine. During one long-term stint in 

a conflict zone, she recalls, “i would often just dress 

like the women. male colleagues didn’t even recog-

nize me. i would try to blend when possible.” She 

also gets a perspective on events that men seldom 

see. “i don’t want to say that women photograph 

differently, but sometimes our access draws us in 

differently,” she says. “if i’m in a room full of women 

mourning, especially muslim women, i can stay 

with them longer. Being a woman allows me to em-

brace some of the intimate moments. i’m a female 

and i can enter the bedroom of a woman, whereas 

my male colleagues wouldn’t be able to do that.”

her persistence won out, and the assignment 

marked the beginning of an impressive career 

documenting conflicts from both the front lines 

and inner sanctums of the middle east. She has 

covered the israeli-palestinian conflict for more 

than 25 years and has photographed war and 

civil strife throughout the region for the French 

agency Sipa since 1993.

Lebanon wasn’t the last time she had to push 

harder than male colleagues to get assignments in 

war zones. especially during the early years, Levine 

says, “Somehow i always had to fight to go where 

i wanted to go.” and the reason wasn’t always 

clothed in fatherly protectiveness. “When push 

comes to shove, not all men really want to see a 

woman on the front lines,” she says. “i think there’s 

this instinct that we just shouldn’t do it.” But like 

other female photojournalists, she is also quick to 

point out the camaraderie she shares with many 

male colleagues in the field.

Levine faced another vein of resistance when 

she became a mother, even as her children grew 

up. in 2011, as she arrived to cover the war in 

Libya, she recalls, “one of the male italian journal-

ists saw me and started shouting at me, ‘What are 

you doing here? You have three children!’ to have 

him publicly shout that at me i thought was really 

unfair, because you don’t hear people saying to a   
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Being perceived as less intrusive or intimidat-

ing can also make it easier for women to move 

unobtrusively through the range of scenes in the 

theater of war. “You have to know how to weave 

in between all worlds,” Levine says. “You have to 

know how to behave, not only sitting on someone’s 

floor in a war zone or in a morgue, but meeting 

with high officials, moving in a motorcade, or 

riding on the back of a pickup truck with Libyan 

rebels on the front line.” 

as for motherhood, Levine says it brings  

insight to her work. “maybe i approach some of  

the situations i’m in differently because i am a 

mother, or i connect with women more easily in 

the field because i’m a mother as well,” she says. 

“i can imagine being in their shoes, god forbid, if i 

was on the other side of the camera. it’s a big part 

of me.” having children also drives her to contrib-

ute to the effort to understand and resolve conflicts. 

“it draws me in closer and fuels my passion to do 

what i do,” she says, “because as much as i cover 

conflict, i hate conflict and war.”  

InsIde VIew
 

U.S. Air Force Staff Sergeant Stacy Pearsall served as a photographer with the  

Combat Camera unit from 2002 to 2008, when she retired from her role after  

being wounded in action in Iraq. She was given the National Press Photographers 

Association’s prestigious Military Photographer of the Year award in 2003 and 2007. 

She was the second woman to earn the award and the first woman to win it twice. 

We interviewed her about her experience.

 

How did you become a military photographer? 

I was 17 when I went into the U.S. Air Force in 1997. The military has been a tradition 

in my family since the Revolutionary War. I wanted to do something in the arts, and I 

was looking at graphic design and photography. I told my recruiter I would take whichever 

opened up first, and it just happened to be photography.

 

while in Iraq, were you attached to a specific military unit? Or did 

you work more independently as photojournalists do?  

I never stayed with one particular unit. I was Air Force, but I deployed with the Army 

and wore an Army uniform in Iraq. Our goal in Combat Camera was to share the mili-

tary stories, but it wasn’t necessarily always from the military’s point of view. I went 

where the stories were. It wasn’t unlike what civilian journalists were doing, and we all 

had to adhere to the standards outlined by the NPPA’s Code of Ethics. In a lot of ways, 

our job in the Combat Camera unit was just like the job of the civilian journalists there. 

The difference is they got to leave. And I had a weapon; I was considered a combatant. 

So while there are parallels, there are definitely big differences.

 

do you think you have a different perspective as a military photog-

rapher because you are a woman? 

Decidedly so. I think there are a lot of things that impact one’s ability to relate to 

others and how others relate to you, and gender is definitely a factor in that. Being 

a woman allowed me to talk to my subjects on a personal level, where they could 

be more vulnerable with me. The soldiers would confide in me. If they got a Dear 

John letter or were expecting a baby, they would tell me, and they wouldn’t neces-

sarily share that with the other men. I’ve had soldiers come and knock on my door 

after we had a long day of work and maybe we lost a soldier, one of our friends. They 

could cry in front of me and it was OK. I wouldn’t judge them. That open relationship 

definitely was an asset.

 

do you think you’ve had a different career experience than your 

male colleagues have? 

I think so. My husband was a combat photographer in the same unit, and his experi-

ence was totally different from mine; a big part of that was because he’s a man. We 

definitely had different types of access. There were operations that women weren’t 

necessarily allowed to go on. But I’m of the mind that I never demand respect; I earn 

it. I’ve always found a way to prove that I could accomplish the same things as my 

male counterparts and give them a reason I should be given opportunities. 

Clockwise from top right: 

An Iraqi soldier in Chu-

binait, Iraq; by Stacy L. 

Pearsall, February 3, 2007. 

Syrian women cross the 

border into Jordan; by 

Heidi Levine, February 18, 

2013. Opposition troops 

burn tires to use as cover 

during heavy fighting, shell-

ing, and airstrikes near 

the main checkpoint near 

the refinery in Ras Lanuf, 

Eastern Libya, as rebel 

troops pull back; by Lynsey 

Addario, March 11, 2011. 

Fatma abdul Rahman holds 

a weapon near her home 

in Atareb, Syria; by Heidi 

Levine, August 11, 2012. 

Women in War
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Above: Women stand in one 

of the displacement camps 

on the outskirts of Kabul, 

Afghanistan; by Andrea 

Bruce, January 29, 2012. 

Left: The Syrian army 

holds funeral services at the 

Tishreen Military Hospital 

for 42 government soldiers 

killed in fighting against 

insurgents in Damascus, 

Syria; by Kate Brooks, June 

23, 2012. 

  



keep our readers connected. people aren’t going to 

understand what war is unless they see the reality 

of what war is—and no one else is going to show it 

to them unless journalists do.”

 

Behind Closed Doors 

resourceful female conflict photographers have 

a long history of circumventing the restrictions 

against women in war zones. During World War 

ii, when the pacific Fleet rear admiral forbade 

women to go ashore at okinawa and ordered 

Dickey chapelle to stay aboard a military hospital 

ship, she wangled her way into the combat zone 

by convincing lower-ranking officers that photo-

graphing transfusions in the field would increase 

blood donations from civilians in the States. She 

photographed the wounded there until she was 

arrested at gunpoint and flown to guam.

But if u.S. military restrictions have some-

times seemed severe, there are certainly more 

extreme cases. take afghanistan. in the mid-’90s, 

as Western photographers experimented with c
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From top: Somali children 

offer food to a woman suf-

fering from dehydration 

and hunger moments after 

she crosses into Kenya from 

drought-ridden Somalia;  

by Lynsey Addario, August 

20, 2011. A young Pales-

tinian girl weeps during 

the funeral of Muhammad 

Salman in the Beit Lahia 

neighborhood of the Gaza 

strip; by Heidi Levine,  

November 16, 2012.

 

On the Front 

if there’s one place in a war zone where histori-

cally there have been fewer roles for women to 

easily slip into, it’s on the front lines. in the past, 

some female correspondents joined the military 

as nurses to get close to the action, and women in 

noncombat roles such as medics or supply-truck 

drivers were often the only other females in the 

vicinity when journalists showed up to cover ac-

tive fighting. During the 20th century, a lack of 

facilities for women was a common rationale for 

denying female photographers and reporters ac-

cess to the front, and women still encounter some 

grumbling about living arrangements. So women 

staying on the front lines improvise.

photographer andrea Bruce embedded with 

u.S. military units for the Washington Post about 

20 times between 2003 and 2010 in iraq and 

afghanistan, and has embedded for other publica-

tions about five times since then. She describes 

the experience: “Because i’m a woman, there are 

times when i live in random places. they need 

to separate me from the guys. So i might live in 

supply closets or some kind of remote, bombed-

out building far from where the men are sleeping. 

But sometimes it’s several weeks of hiking in the 

mountains, so i just camp out where i can.” 

now that the u.S. military ban on women serv-

ing in combat roles has been lifted, Bruce can envi-

sion the situation changing, but not radically or 

quickly. “maybe there will be a few more women at 

the outposts that i go to,” she says. maybe during 

the next war, which i hope will be a long time from 

now, i won’t have to live in supply closets or there 

will be a couple more women in there with me.”

along with ad hoc living quarters, women 

embedded with the military typically face an 

ice-breaking period during which they have to 

allay skepticism about whether they’re up to the 

task. “When i work with the u.S. military, some-

times they’re too protective at first, because i’m 

a woman,” Bruce says. “it takes time for them to 

trust me—more than it takes them to trust male 

photographers. i have to stay steady, extremely 

professional, and strong.” She also finds common 

ground that isn’t based on gender. “i’m from a 

small town in indiana,” she says, “so most of these 

guys are just like the guys i went to high school or 

college with. i relate to them.”

it’s this ability to relate to her subjects that 

enables Bruce and other embedded photographers 

to be there as newsworthy events unfold and to 

make images that give viewers insight into military 

life. “i recently read that less than one percent of 

the u.S. population has been personally involved 

in the wars in afghanistan and iraq,” Bruce says. 

“We need to show the similarities and humanity 

of cultures in war, whether civilian or military, to 
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who assaulted her and her colleagues and threat-

ened them with execution. her work has earned 

her numerous awards, including a pulitzer prize 

shared with colleagues at the New York Times, 

and a macarthur Fellowship. But while her war 

coverage took her to the front lines, it continued 

to be behind the closed doors of afghanistan that 

she explored the far-reaching ramifications of war 

in a world that rarely meets the public eye and is 

inaccessible to male journalists. “i went both to 

see combat,” she says, “and to photograph how it 

unraveled the society.”

She came back to that point of departure  

while embedded with the military, alongside the 

marines’ Female engagement teams, an early 

exception to the u.S. military’s recently lifted pro-

hibition on women in combat roles. in afghanistan 

Fets are sent out with all-male patrols to engage 

with local women, who follow cultural restrictions 

against contact with unrelated men. it’s one of the 

ironies of the war that the extreme gender sepa-

ration of the afghan population may have led to 

greater gender integration in the military. Female 

photographers like addario have been able to docu-

ment this development, for the first time sharing 

quarters with female marines on the front lines. 

“i think with those Female engagement teams, 

that’s the first time that we have a kind of access 

that male photographers don’t,” she says. “as a 

female photographer, that makes it really fun 

because you can actually get images that are new 

and interesting that male photographers don’t 

necessarily have open access to.”

 

A Mosaic of Experience 

While troops and civilians often cross paths in a 

conflict zone, the story of war is frequently one of 

people living divergent experiences in the same 

arena of violence. military units and local popula-

tions live in separate spheres, the experiences of 

men and women grow further apart, and societ-

ies fracture as each community seeks to protect 

itself from outside threats. as photographer Kate 

Brooks points out, “When conflict breaks down 

society, life becomes more localized and one’s iden-

tity more significant. First you have your family, 

then you have your neighborhood, then your tribe, 

ethnic group, religion, and nationality.” 

Brooks began covering war when she was still 

in her early twenties, during the 2001 invasion 

of afghanistan. “my first trip into the country, i 

went to the mountains of tora Bora, which were 

being heavily bombed by the u.S. as they tried to 

kill bin Laden,” she recalls. “as an american pho-

tojournalist, there was nowhere else i wanted to 

be at that juncture in history.” She spent the next 

decade covering wars in afghanistan and paki-

stan, the middle east, and north africa, an expe-

rience she retells in her 2011 book, In the Light of ©
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Below: Family members 

and elders from Kabul’s 

Nasaji Bagrami camp 

carry the body of Khan 

Mohammad, a 3-month-

old child who died from 

exposure to the severe 

winter cold; by Andrea 

Bruce, February 8, 2012.

the first megapixel digital cameras, the taliban 

stormed into Kabul, declared the islamic emirate 

of afghanistan, and promptly put bans on pho-

tography. By 2001 the taliban had gained control 

of most of the country, enforcing with an iron fist 

its prohibition of everything from keeping pigeons 

to printing animal pictures. it placed its most 

infamous restrictions on women, who were effaced 

from the nation’s landscape, hidden behind burqas 

and high walls. Some of the edicts, such as forbid-

ding women to work outside the home, spurred 

photographer Lynsey addario to learn more, and 

she ultimately traveled to afghanistan.

“in retrospect it was pretty crazy,” says addario. 

“i was dirt poor at the time, so i didn’t have a sat-

ellite phone in case there was a problem. i had no 

way of communicating with the outside. i just went 

on faith that nothing would happen.” 

When addario first arrived in afghanistan, the 

taliban’s ministry of information gave her per-

mission to photograph buildings, allowing her to 

move around Kabul accompanied by a minder. But 

because her minder was a man, the effort to restrict 

her activity was foiled by the taliban’s own rules. 

“i would pretend to take pictures of buildings and 

then go into homes,” addario explains. “When i was 

inside, because i was a woman, the taliban couldn’t 

enter, so i would photograph inside people’s houses.”

addario photographed the fall of the taliban 

in Kandahar in December 2001, and she returned 

to afghanistan nearly every year through 2011 to 

cover one of america’s longest wars both on the 

front lines and behind them. She has also photo-

graphed conflicts in the middle east and africa, 

including the war in iraq and the 2011 uprising 

in Libya. there she was held captive for six days 

with three other journalists by gadhafi loyalists, 

  



Darkness: A Photographer’s Journey after 9/11.   

after a decade of covering conflict, Brooks has 

looked closely at many of the pieces that a war-

time society fractures into and has come to view 

her work as a first step toward seeing the bigger 

picture of ongoing strife. “i see it as a mosaic of 

human experience,” she says, “a representation of 

the collective consciousness of people in the region 

during a time when so many were caught up in 

events over which they had no control.”

Witnessing the lives of women behind the front 

lines, Brooks says, becomes an essential part of 

reflecting on what conflicts mean for a society. “i 

think the fact that we can more easily access the 

world of women is very important because of the 

role women play in societies where there’s conflict,” 

she says. “With men typically being the fighting 

force, women very often end up being the sole pro-

viders for their families and the future generation.”

Like other women who photograph modern  

conflict, Brooks creates images that may help  

us understand the effects of war long after the 

battles end. “it’s about having a fuller picture and 

understanding of where deep-rooted resentments 

come from,” she says, “and understanding how 

difficult it is to find a lasting peace.” AP

From top, two images by Kate Brooks: Pakistani militants are 

held in a makeshift prison after being apprehended for illegally 

entering Afghanistan, December 2001; returning to school for 

the first time after the ousting of the Taliban, a young girl writes 

the alphabet on the blackboard at Alam Faizad School  

in Kabul, March 25, 2002.
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For most photographers, taking pictures is a solo pursuit. But for the  
duos on these pages, partnership is the key to success. Their professional 
collaborations began with a personal bond, whether filial, friendly, 
or romantic. What makes these photographic partnerships last?  
A shared passion for the images. By Lori Fredrickson

TEAM WORKS

Left: A shot for FHM 

UK encourages injecting 

humor into a relationship. 

Oppo site: The bottomless 

baby bottle was inspired by 

Chris’s infant children. 

Chris and Tom  

Gorman

growing up in rural neighborhoods 

where kids were scarce, the gorman 

brothers became creative collaborators 

early on. their first professional partner-

ships were musical, culminating with 

chris as a drummer and tom as guitarist 

in the ’90s alternative band Belly. chris 

worked on visual projects for the band’s 

merchandising and videos, and as an avid 

still-life photographer, he built connec-

tions that helped him open a studio in 

new york in 1999, three years after Belly 

split up. it was easy to convince tom to 

join. “We have a shared language and cre-

ative aesthetic, and it doesn’t take much 

for us to express or explain ideas,” tom 

says. on set, the brothers’ rapport helps 

them get the shot without much fuss. 

their level of trust allows them to focus 

on results rather than competition. and 

unlike with their stage performances, 

they’re able to trade instruments. Decid-

ing who mans the computer or camera, 

chris says, comes down to “which of us 

shows up first and where he sits.” 
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Team Works

Williams and hirakaWa

Los angeles–based spouses mark Williams and Sara  

hirakawa met through a photo assignment as students at 

rochester institute of technology. “We spent many late 

nights at Kinko’s,” hirakawa notes. “that’s where mark 

made his move.” after graduation, they worried that 

teaming up would damage their relationship, so each built 

a separate business, hirakawa in fashion and Williams 

with music and portraits. Still, their similar aesthetics 

and concern that they might end up competing against 

each other remained, so shortly after they got married, 

they opened a studio together. one of the main benefits: 

their ability to balance one another’s strengths and weak-

nesses. “i like to conceptualize, and mark likes to light. 

he’s great at leading a crew, where i have a good handle 

on styling,” hirakawa explains. now that they have a son, 

they balance family life with assignments. and know-

ing what each has been through during the day makes it 

easier for one to step up when the other needs a break.

Clockwise from top left: A fashion story for  

C magazine shot on the Queen Mary, a beauty image 

of Laine Rogova, and a shoe story for Lucky show off 

Williams and Hirakawa’s shared aesthetic. ©
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Giesenleenders

as ilse Leenders explains, compromising is a “Dutch tradition”—what makes her friendship and partnership with maurits giesen work is their 

ability to argue. “We don’t make an image until we agree, and that helps us select the best ideas,” she says. the photographers met while studying 

at the royal academy of art in the hague. over a dinner one night post-graduation, they discovered a shared love for hitchcock, noir films, and 

staging fictional scenarios. it inspired them to create their first project, Suspicious Movements (including the black-and-white photos, opposite), in 

which they captured themselves as a mysterious pair fleeing the scene of an ambiguous crime. their shared enthusiasm for creating, as they both 

put it, “nonexistent worlds” has kept them working together ever since, imagining elaborate and strange universes in conceptual images that 

have been exhibited throughout europe. a similar eye for detail and obsessive perfectionism make it easier for them to spend hours together  

hammering out ideas. constant dialogue about their shared work as well as sideline careers (giesen with portraiture, Leenders with art-inspired 

photos) keep them energized. “We challenge each other,” Leenders says. and when an image works out, “it’s a joy to share the mutual happiness.”
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Team Works
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Clockwise from opposite: Two images 

from the duo’s series Mimicry and two from   

the Suspicious Movements project.

  



  



Team Works

aCkerman and Gruber

When minneapolis-based Jenn ackerman and tim 

gruber began dating during their second semester of 

the master’s program at ohio university’s School of 

Visual communication, they fell into a rhythm of work-

ing together on photo projects. near graduation, the 

couple were often advised not to team up professionally. 

gruber recalls, “our response was, ‘Well, it’s working for 

us.’ and it has.” they have built a successful career as 

a duo with editorial and reporting assignments for the 

New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and others. on some 

early assignments, approaching clients as a couple led to 

confusion: “they’d ask which one was the photographer,” 

gruber says. But it also proved an asset, particularly 

with portraiture, where they find subjects warm up easily 

to their intimate dynamic. their ability to juggle tasks 

makes them twice as efficient on shoots. and, unexpect-

edly, working together keeps the romance alive. “i see my 

husband doing what he does best every day,” ackerman 

adds. “it reminds me why i married him.” AP

Opposite and above:  

The husband-and-wife team 

Ackerman and Gruber 

capture Americana at the 

Minnesota State Fair and 

the Miss Universe

competition.©
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A personal take on how—and why—to start collecting photography now By Michelle Dunn Marsh

Living with 
Photographs
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hotographer Keith carter said it best: 

“there are images you look at once. 

there are images you return to, to see 

again. and then there are the photographs you 

just have to live with, because you can’t ever get 

enough of them.” 

although i resist identifying as a collector—the 

word seems more intentional than i feel about 

the prints i’ve accumulated—i am a willing custo-

dian of the photographs i live with. they speak to 

me of beauty, injustice, calm, and chaos, elements 

that interest me. as clichéd as it sounds, expe-

riencing visual art is transformative, not unlike 

seeing a beautiful vista or being challenged to 

new emotional depths. While it may not be easy 

to wake up to ocean views every day or do the 

volunteer service that might change the world, it 

is pretty simple to own photographs that are just 

as inspiring. i have been fortunate to work with 

an array of incredible photographers, and to live 

with work made by people i respect is to be sur-

rounded by a timeless, stimulating community.

photography remains one of the most ac-

cessible art forms today. as an investment, it 

remains a meaningful proposition—its history 

is recent and its ascendancy is still in motion 

with no signs of a plateau in the near future. in 

2006 edward Steichen’s “the pond—Moonlight” 

sold for a record-setting $2.9 million; five years 

later new auction highs for photography were 

established through the work of two contempo-

rary artists: cindy Sherman’s “untitled #96,” a 

1981 self-portrait, sold at christie’s that May for 

$3.9 million, and in november andreas gursky’s 

“the rhein ii” (1999) sold at christie’s auction 

house for $4.3 million, setting the record for the 

most expensive photograph. given that edvard 

Munch’s painting “the Scream” sold for $119.9 

million through Sotheby’s last year, establishing 

the highest price ever for an artwork at auction, 

though there is still ample room for a photo-

graph’s value to climb. 

Still, evaluating the financial worth of a pho-

tograph can be challenging. Like many objects 

we cherish, photographs have a subjective value 

based on interest, supply, and demand. Work that 

has been endorsed by magazine and book publish-

ers, museums, and international art prizes may 

be less risky but more expensive. editions can be 

confusing: Some photographers have distributed 

hundreds of prints throughout their careers, 

but if they made iconic images that are in high 

demand, it doesn’t really matter—those prints 
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Above: John Divola, 

born 1949. “'N34° 

09.959'W115°47.196',” 

from Isolated Houses, 

1995. Archival pig-

ment print, 16x16 (with 

borders: 21.5x21), Fuji 

Crystal Archive or 

HP archival pigment 

on rag. Edition of 80 

signed by the artist, 

$445; courtesy of John  

Divola, johndivola.com.

Right: James Welling, 

born 1951. “FDB9, 

2009-12.” Pigment ink 

print, 20x16 on 22x17 

paper. Edition of 25 

with five artist’s proofs 

signed and numbered by 

the artist, $1,800 sub-

ject to change; courtesy 

of Aperture Foundation 

and James Welling, 

aperture.org.

Opposite: Mary Ellen Mark, born 1940.  

“Contortionist with Sweety the Puppy,  

Raj Kamal Circus, Upleta, 1989.” Gelatin-

silver print, 20x16, from $8,000; courtesy of 

Mary Ellen Mark, falkland.com.
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boy looking directly into the camera resonates 

at any scale. these artistic considerations can 

change your opinion of an image and affect the 

price and availability of the prints. 

Some nonprofits, such as Light Work in Syra-

cuse, the aperture Foundation in new york city, 

and SF camerawork in San Francisco, have part-

nered with photographers to offer special print 

editions, the sale of which goes toward supporting 

the institution’s mission. carrie Mae Weems’s 

The Kitchen Table Series is part of a traveling 

retrospective currently featured at the portland 

art Museum; one piece from that series is avail-

able through Light Work. SF camerwork offered 

a print by Mike Brodie, aka the polaroid Kidd, 

who has a new book published by twin palms 

and shows at yossi Milo gallery in new york city 

and M+B gallery in Los angeles (see page 26 for 

details). James Welling’s painterly abstract was 

released in conjunction with his aperture mono-

graph published this year. John Divola, who will 

be highlighted in a three-institution collaborative 

exhibition at the Santa Barbara Museum of art, 

the Los angeles county Museum of art, and the 

pomona college Museum of art this fall, part-

nered years ago with a company to produce larger 

editions of his work; when the company went out 

of business, he decided to offer the prints to the 

public directly through his website. 

all of these artists sell work through galleries 

but chose to make select images available at lower 

prices. these editioned prints are often produced 

in a larger quantity and smaller physical size than 

what is offered through a photographer’s gallery 

and therefore may not appreciate in value at the 

same rate, but they do allow a wider audience to 

own certain images. 

price should not be the driving factor, how-

ever, in purchasing. Sometimes the shift of size 

or medium may alter your experience of the 

work so much that you decide it’s better to own 

Above: Mike Brodie, born 

1985. “#2689, 2006-2009,” 

from the series A Period 

of Juvenile Prosperity, 

C-print, 9x13.5. Edition of 

10, was available for $375 

but sold out as this article 

was prepared for press; 

courtesy of SF Camerawork 

and Mike Brodie, sfcamera 

work.bigcartel.com/product/

mike-brodie-soup.

can be at least as valuable as a single print of a 

less important image. Vintage prints made within 

a year of the negative’s being produced are often 

ascribed greater value than prints made from the 

same negative years later. 

and there’s a matrix of other factors that con-

tribute to a photograph’s value, both now and over 

time: physical size, condition, edition and availabil-

ity, timing, and documentation or provenance all 

play a role. how does anyone ever enter the fray? 

 

What, How, and Where to Buy 

the first step toward making a purchase is defin-

ing what you like, which is both the most difficult 

part and the most fun. experiencing photographs 

is the best way to research, and there’s no right 

way. While online browsing is convenient, you may 

also want to save postcards, advertisements, or 

album covers, and make notes while visiting muse-

ums, airports, coffee shops, art fairs, and galleries. 

i recently found a tattered card of a Mary ellen 

Mark photograph (“contortionist with Sweety 

the puppy, raj Kamal circus, upleta, 1989”) that 

i had kept tenderly pinned to my various work-

spaces from high school well into my professional 

life. this haunting piece, which became even more 

meaningful to me after getting to know its creator, 

is available directly from the photographer (it 

sounds too easy, but it’s the truth). that card is 

a reminder to save toward one day hanging this 

photograph in my office. 

Keep examples of what you’re drawn to, and 

make notes of favorite images and photographers. 

Do you respond mostly to black and white or to 

color? is there a noticeable theme to what you’re 

pulling together—music, urban environments, 

a particular time period? Do the same three or 

four photographers consistently draw your eye? 

Museums with permanent collections that include 

photography, such as the Museum of Fine arts, 

houston; the Minneapolis institute of arts; and 

the grunwald center for the graphic arts at 

ucLa’s hammer Museum, have study centers to 

view selected works by arrangement, so you can 

take your time with the images. your collection 

should be guided by what you respond to, regard-

less of what may be trending. an understanding of 

what you like and why sets a great foundation for 

considering a purchase. 

your next step, especially if you have been  

researching online, is to get a better sense of  

photographs as objects. Scale, tonality, surface, 

and texture all affect your perception of an im-

age. Many photographers, such as Mary ellen 

Mark, earlie hudnall Jr., and corey arnold, make 

work available in more than one print size, and 

sometimes in different processes: Mark’s “con-

tortionist” can be purchased as a gelatin-silver or 

a platinum print. arnold’s lush color c-prints of 

his life at sea as a commercial fisherman demand 

vastness; hudnall’s intimate portrait of a young 

Living with photographs
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a gallery piece instead of a limited edition because it 

better represents the photographer’s creative inten-

tion for a given image. 

if you are a newcomer to the art world, commercial 

galleries can be confusing. With their quiet demeanor, 

white walls, and elegantly hung photographs (often 

without prices visible), galleries may feel just like a 

museum, minus the price of admission. regardless of 

atmosphere, though, make no mistake—a commercial 

gallery’s primary purpose is to sell work. though in 

hubs like new york and Los angeles they may cul-

tivate an intimidating attitude, you will find in most 

dealers allies and educators who are there to help you. 

they are happy to answer questions, but be respect-

ful of their time. if you’re on a research mission, say 

so, in case someone who’s committed to writing a 

check walks in the door; they can close that sale before 

returning to your conversation. regional galleries may 

have tips about lesser-known local legends or emerging 

talent, or may be able to recommend other photogra-

phers attuned to a particular theme or subject if the 

cindy Sherman or richard avedon prints you dream 

of are outside of your budget. 

Buying from galleries that represent photographers 

or directly from artists is considered a primary market 

purchase. the pundits who analyze art as an invest-

ment sometimes bemoan what they perceive as a lack 

of information about the primary market, because 

there is no public record of what a given work sells 

for until it’s offered at auction. auction houses such as 

Swann, christie’s, Sotheby’s, and phillips have dedi-

cated photography specialists and typically produce 

catalogs in advance of their auctions. presale exhibits 

are held before the sale, which is when you can see 

the actual pieces—during the auction itself an image is 

projected on a screen. 

While galleries set relatively fixed prices for work, 

at an auction there’s an estimate, which is listed, 

sometimes a reserve (which is not), and the chem-

istry of the moment to determine what the print 

may sell for. in addition, most houses have a buyer’s 

premium, an additional fee beyond the price of the 

winning bid. at phillips, for instance, premiums are 

25 percent of the hammer price up to and includ-

ing $50,000, 20 percent of the portion of the hammer 

price above $50,000 (up to and including $1 million), 

and 12 percent of the portion of the hammer price for 

purchases above $1 million. auctions are open, so if 

you’re not ready to pick up a paddle, you can observe. 

Visit a few and ask questions before deciding to bid in 

person or online. “the hammer prices in our Feb-

ruary [2013] sale were incredibly strong across the 

board: 19th century, social documentary, photojour-

nalism, and fine-art photography,” says Daile Kaplan, 

director of photographs at Swann. “Within the past 

few years, we’ve noticed that buyers are not in the 

room so much, but on the phone or bidding online.” 

She adds that new buyers who may be apprehensive 

about bidding on a photograph sight unseen should 

examine the work firsthand if possible in addition to 

consulting the experts at the auction house.

Top: Carrie Mae Weems, born 1953. “Untitled,” 

from The Kitchen Table Series, 1990/2010. Gelatin-

silver print, 10x9.75 image on 14x11 paper. Edition 

of 100 signed and numbered, $1,000; courtesy of 

Light Work and Carrie Mae Weems, lightwork.org/

shop/carrie-mae-weems. Above: Corey Arnold, born 

1976. “After All Night, 2012.” C-print, 20x29. Edition 

of 10, from $1,200; courtesy of Charles A. Hartman 

Fine Art and Corey Arnold, hartmanfineart.net.
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her first art purchase, a photograph, as a gift. her 

greatest challenge, she says, was “finding some-

thing i’d want from what was available inside my 

budget—there wasn’t an easy way to browse.” 

even in an e-commerce culture, art is more 

than a commodity. it requires time, thoughtful 

consideration, and yes, wrestling to reconcile what 

you want and what you can afford. graves ended 

up buying from a local dealer who let her look 

carefully at the object she was interested in. he 

not only worked with her on price by including 

the framing in the cost of the print, but allowed 

her to take the photograph home for 24 hours and 

live with it within her own space, easing her fears 

around committing to a large purchase. 

i have learned that the price paid for a piece 

or the circumstances through which it was 

obtained are details that frequently fade with 

time, whereas the enjoyment i take from works 

i love only increases. i have once or twice bought 

pieces solely for investment, and i ended up 

giving them away. i will not make that mistake 

again; now i purchase only what truly speaks 

to me and to the works i already live with, and 

i pay attention to the value of all of the pieces 

in my care (some works i have lived with for 

many years are headed out the door to fund a 

forthcoming project; i trust they will find good 

homes). it’s important to do your homework,  

but it’s also essential to fall in love—and take  

the leap that is so often required when you do. 

try it. you won’t regret it. AP 

Above: Earlie Hudnall  

Jr., born 1946. “Hip  

Hop, 1993.” Gelatin-silver 

print, 20x16. Edition of 

25, from $3,000; courtesy 

of PDNB Gallery, Dallas, 

and Earlie Hudnall Jr., 

pdnbgallery.com.
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Finding Your Budget 

only you know what is right for you. the first 

photographs i purchased were two damaged 

Barbara morgan prints of martha graham—i 

spent $150 and i have never regretted it. i love 

living with them; i recognize, though, that it would 

be nearly impossible to sell them for much more 

than i paid. the condition of the print, whether 

it is signed or unsigned, where it came from, 

who owned it, and accompanying material (the 

portfolio case, folder, or text) can all come into 

play when evaluating the price of an artwork. in 

some circumstances you may decide, like me, that 

imperfection adds resonance to an object; in other 

instances, a scratch or spot can significantly affect 

a print as a long-term financial investment. Don’t 

be afraid to ask questions: it’s important to know 

exactly what you are purchasing, and you will 

need documentation for appraisal and insurance 

purposes or if you ever decide to sell.

in addition to the print itself, you may need to 

pay for matting, protective glass or plexi, and fram-

ing before installing your photograph at home. the 

costs of good framing can be significant, depend-

ing on the size of the piece, but it is important to 

have it done correctly to protect the photograph. 

Jen graves, a friend of mine and the art critic for 

Seattle’s newspaper The Stranger, recently made 

An editor, book designer, and educator, Michelle 

Dunn Marsh (photographed by Sylvia Plachy, 

above) is the founder of Minor Matters Books and 

has worked at Aperture Foundation and Chronicle 

Books, among myriad other photo-world assign-

ments. The first photo she purchased is a gelatin-

silver print of Martha Graham by Barbara Morgan. 

The print hangs in her living room. “It still takes 

my breath away,” she says.
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nterchangeable-lens compacts (ILCs) 

represent one of the most diverse and 

fastest-growing segments in the camera 

market. Encompassing a wide range of technolo-

gies, sensor sizes, and form factors, they struggle 

to gain respect from professional and enthusiast 

photographers who cling dutifully to their DSLRs. 

Panasonic’s Lumix DMC-GH3 now sits fi rmly on 

the front lines of that battle.

True to its lineage, the GH3, with the famil-

iar molded grip, feels like a small DSLR in the 

hand. An electronic viewfi nder allows for eye-

level shooting; the image is bright and refreshes 

quickly, but even a 1.7 million-dot display doesn’t 

quite compare to refracted light. While this EVF 

can’t match an optical fi nder in dynamic range or 

color accuracy, it does provide copious amounts 

of exposure information and allows you to review 

your images without chimping (that’s slang for 

checking shots in a camera’s monitor). This is a 
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The biggest little camera in more ways than one BY STAN HORACZEK   

WHAT PHOTOGRAPHERS NEED  THE GOODS 64  HANDS ON 68

tangible difference from the DSLR experience, and 

in many ways, it’s a positive one.

When you take the camera away from your 

eye, the GH3’s ILC pedigree becomes even more 

apparent. Its fully articulating 3-inch OLED 

touchscreen lets you focus and track moving 

objects with a tap or swipe through images as you 

would on a smartphone. In fact, you could ignore 

the EVF altogether and still have a rather satisfy-

ing photographic experience.

Typically, the addition of touchscreen controls 

on a camera means cutting down on physical 

buttons, but with the GH3, it’s just the opposite. 

There are fi ve customizable function buttons, plus 

dedicated controls for white balance, ISO, and 

exposure compensation; two mode selection dials; 

and two wheels for adjusting exposure. You can 

make the GH3 do whatever you want in a hurry 

without laying a fi nger on the screen. For an 

experienced DSLR shooter who is used to hitting 

DIMENSIONS 5.2 x 3.68 x 3.2 in.

(133 x 93.4 x 82 mm)

IMAGE SENSOR 16MP 

Four Thirds-size Live MOS

SENSITIVITY ISO 200–12,800 

(standard); ISO 125–25,600 

(expanded)

FLASH Pop-up and hotshoe

VIDEO Records at 1920x1080p 

at up to 60 fps in H.264; built-in 

stereo microphone; stereo 

minijack mic input

LCD MONITOR Articulating 

3-inch OLED touchscreen

VIEWFINDER 1.744 million–dot 

OLED electronic viewfi nder

PHOTO FORMAT JPEG, RW2 RAW, 

RAW + JPEG, MPO (with 3D lens)

BUY IT $1,300, panasonic.com

PROMISE FULFILLED
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controls by feel without having to look away from 

the viewfi nder, that’s extremely refreshing.

The GH3’s image quality is as good as that of 

any Micro Four Thirds camera. Like its chief 

competition, the excellent Olympus OM-D E-M5, 

it has a 16-megapixel sensor that’s capable of 

recording usable images up to ISO 1600. In certain 

situations, and with a little post-processing, ISO 

3200 and even 6400 can make the grade. The top 

ISOs—sensitivity is expandable all the way up to 

25,600—have unsurprising problems with noise and 

resolution. Impressively, this top-of-the-line Lumix 

competes with Sony’s NEX cameras, which have 

a decidedly bigger APS-C sensors. It turns out 

some inconsistent color in the resulting images, but 

that’s easy to deal with when shooting RAW with 

a little extra color correction, especially in tricky 

lighting scenarios. Overall, a minor downside.

Where an experienced DSLR photographer 

might fi nd the GH3 wanting is in autofocus, since 

like all ILCs it lacks a dedicated phase-detection 

AF sensor. It focuses quickly for an ILC, but not 

quite as quickly as the Olympus OM-D. While its 

speed puts it near the front of the pack, if you’re 

coming from a DSLR you will almost certainly 

notice the difference, especially in very low light. 

There are some advantages to the mirrorless 

approach, though. Because the image sensor handles 

all of the autofocus duties, you get full contrast-

detection coverage over the entire scene rather 

than being confi ned to a cluster of AF points in the 

middle of the frame. Plus, the touchscreen can be 

extremely useful for focusing, especially when trying 

to track objects—it just takes some getting used to.

Using the video really lets the GH3 shine. Its 

predecessor, the Lumix DMC-GH2, reached cult 

status among some action shooters, and Panasonic 

has done its absolute best not to lose its advantage. 

And for video quality, the GH3 is a monster. When 

set to capture 24 frames per second, the traditional 

cinema frame rate, it can churn out 1080p (Full 

HD) video footage at a massive 72 megabits per sec-

ond—that crushes the 50 Mbps broadcast standard. 

It even manages 1080p and 60 fps, a combination 

PANASONIC 

LUMIX DMC-GH3

PROS 

� Excellent image quality

� Rugged, weather-sealed, 
magnesium-alloy body

� DSLR-like physical controls

� Superb video capabilities

CONS 

� Big and bulky for an ILC

� Some inconsistency in color

� Images noisy at highest ISOs

continued on page 70
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Spring’s most intriguing
new photographic tools 
BY THE EDITORS OF AMERICAN PHOTO

more

LILLIPUTIAN CLASSIC

Minox DCC 14.0 At less than 3.2 inches wide and 2.6 

inches tall, this tiny 14-megapixel Minox is basically 

a revamp of an earlier 5.1MP version. It has a 45mm 

(equivalent) f/2.4 lens, shoots stills and video, 

comes in silver and black, and is likely to both wow 

and confuse your friends. BUY IT $240, minox.com

GROWING THE SENSOR

Ricoh GR On the outside, this compact camera has 

the same spartan looks that helped turn earlier 

Ricoh models into hipster objects of desire. But 

inside the revamped GR hide all the makings of 

a serious high-end compact: a 16-megapixel 

APS-C-sized CMOS sensor (up from the much 

smaller 1/1.7-inch CCD of its predecessor, the 

GR Digital IV) and an 18.3mm (approximately 

28mm equivalent in full-frame terms) f/2.8 lens 

and Ricoh’s latest GR Engine V image processor. 

Sensitivity reaches ISO 25,600; burst shooting 

can hit four frames per second. We do not have 

the fi nal specs on the LCD screen yet, but the 

preproduction sample camera we saw showed 

the same fabulously utilitarian menus and 

generously customizable controls that have 

made us enamored with Ricoh’s previous GR-

series cameras. BUY IT $800 estimated, ricoh.com

THE LITTLEST REBEL

Canon EOS Rebel SL1 Even as interchangeable-lens compacts get more powerful and, well, more like DSLRs 

(see “Promised Fulfi lled,” page 61), many photographers are loath to give up the refl ex mirror. And why 

should they when a DSLR can shrink this far? The SL1, the newest addition to Canon’s entry-level Rebel line, 

is 25 percent smaller (4.6x3.6x2.7 in.) and 28 percent lighter (14.4 oz. with battery and SD card) than the EOS 

Rebel T4i. But it’s certainly not light on specs: It boasts Canon’s new 18-megapixel Hybrid CMOS AF II (APS-

C-size) sensor, Digic 5 processor, 3-inch touchscreen, ISO range of 100–25,600 (expanded), and top burst 

rate of four frames per second. The new imaging sensor sports autofocus points in addition to the nine on 

the dedicated AF sensor, offering better AF in live view and video when used with the stepping motor on the 

kit lens. BUY IT $650 (body only) or $800 (with 18–55mm f/3.5–5.6 EF-S IS STM lens), usa.canon.com

RADIO HEAD

Nikon WR-1 Wireless Remote Controller When it comes 

to wireless camera triggers, radio transmission 

beats the less expensive infrared systems hands 

down. Whereas infrared requires a direct line of 

sight between the trigger and the camera body, 

radio lets photographers shoot around corners, 

through objects, and at greater distances. But 

it has taken camera makers a while to take up 

this technology and compete with the popular 

PocketWizard and other third-party radio 

remotes. Now, though, Nikon shooters can put 

together a radio system of their own. The fl agship 

WR-1 transceiver uses 15 radio-frequency 

channels to avoid interference and commands 

up to four groups of cameras—including 20 other 

WR-1 units or 64 WR-R10 receiver-only units. A 

pair of WR-1s can communicate across a span 

of nearly 400 feet; adding a third unit as a relay 

station doubles that distance. The device also 

serves as a shutter timer for exposures as long 

as an hour or to set different shutter delays for a 

series of cameras. Motion studies, anyone? 

BUY IT $650, nikonusa.com
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FEATURED PORTFOLIO

Have your photography critiqued by experts from Popular Photography and the 

New York Institute of Photography, and receive guidance and mentoring for future 

skill development. By using the latest technologies, our experts will be able to 

review your work and give you feedback in a very informative, simple way.

Our Online Portfolio Review is the go-to destination for photographers of all levels 

who want to take the next step in creating an unforgettable portfolio. With a few 

clicks of your mouse and in just two weeks, you will have an in-depth assessment 

of your portfolio from your own personal reviewer. It is that simple! All completed 

reviews will receive a certifi cate from our editors.

HAVE YOUR PORTFOLIO 

REVIEWED BY OUR 

PROFESSIONALS!

PROMOTION

WANT YOUR WORK TO BE HIGHLIGHTED?

POPPHOTO.COM/ONLINEPORTFOLIOREVIEW

SIGN UP TODAY

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF AMERICAN PHOTO

© ELIEZER TRYBUCH

NORTH POTOMAC, MARYLAND

3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

“Getting professional 

feedback on your 

portfolio helps 

you grow as a 

photographer at every 

stage of your career.”

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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WRITE-ON MONITOR

Wacom Cintiq 13HD Photo retouching is an intense 

and often challenging business, usually made 

more so by the high level of hand-eye coordination 

required. Serious retouchers swear by Wacom’s 

tablets to add pressure sensitivity and fi ne control 

to the process. But the most dedicated pros use 

the Cintiq line of displays, which allow retouching 

right on the surface of the monitor. Until now, 

prices for high-defi nition Cintiqs have started at 

$2,000 for the 21.5-inch model. But now, with this 

13.3-incher, which feels like a big, luxurious tablet, 

precise retouching becomes more affordable. 

The 1920x1080-pixel LED display has a 178-degree 

viewing angle and can render 16.7 million colors. 

The Pro Pen that comes with it is new, too. It has 

its own case and allows 2,048 levels of pressure 

sensitivity, tilt recognition, and, says a Wacom 

rep, a more comfortable design. As with the larger 

Cintiq models, the 13HD has a row of customizable 

Express Keys on one side, plus a Rocker Ring and 

Home button for access to shortcuts without using 

a keyboard. Also included is a stand that can be 

folded fl at or tilted at three levels to adjust the 

working angle. The whole setup weighs just under 

3.5 pounds and, at less than three quarters of 

an inch thick, the screen can travel along with a 

laptop to take retouching on the road.  

BUY IT $1,000, cintiq13hd.wacom.com

BACK FOR THE FUTURE

Phase One IQ2 Phase One has equipped its new IQ2 

series of professional medium-format digital 

backs with a few convenient features one would 

expect to fi nd in a consumer camera: A built-in 

wireless connection allows a tablet or mobile 

device to remotely control the camera or even 

preview images in real time, and the 3.2-inch, 

1.15-megapixel screen is now touch-enabled. But 

no casual photographer needs resolution this high. 

These aircraft-grade aluminum backs come in 

three confi gurations, 60MP and 80MP color options, 

and a 60MP achromatic model for shooting only 

in black-and-white. All three use the 645 medium-

format sensor size, and thanks to some tweaking, 

they now promise an impressive 13-stop dynamic 

range. Because built-in Wi-Fi is nice, but at these 

prices, image quality will always be king. 

BUY IT From $40,000, phaseone.com/iq2

POCKET-SIZED POWER

Nikon Coolpix A When Nikon came out with its fi rst 

interchangeable-lens compact system, the System 

1, the company opted for a small sensor. But for 

its fi xed-lens Coolpix A, Nikon went in the opposite 

direction. At the heart of this high-end compact is 

a 16.2-megapixel APS-C-sized CMOS sensor akin 

to those found in the camera maker’s DX-format 

DSLRs. A fast wide-angle 18.5mm (about a 28mm 

full-frame equivalent) f/2.8 lens pulls in the light 

at ISOs ranging from 100 to 25,600 (expanded), 

and the resulting images can be saved as JPEGs 

or 12- or 14-bit NEF RAW fi les. A fi xed, 3-inch 

921,000-dot LCD screen lets you admire your 

own handiwork. It’s a tad pricey, but with its slim 

profi le (4.4x2.6x1.6 inches) and light weight (10.6 

ounces), it might also be just what many Nikonians 

have been looking for in a second camera. 

BUY IT $1,100, nikonusa.com   
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HANDY WIPE

Toddy Smart Cloth You always 

need more microfi ber cloths. 

Toddy’s have antimicrobial 

coatings to ward off mildew 

and mold and come in 48 

designs, like the fi lm strips 

at left. BUY IT $20 for 2 5x7-

inch cloths (get a third free 

through May), toddygear.com
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Fashion Poses

INTRODUCING!

Lindsay Adler is a portrait and fashion photographer based 

in NY. Her images have appeared in dozens of publications 

internationally. Lindsay has authored two photography 

books and teaches thousands of photographers annually how 

to improve their vision and craft. 

PopPhoto Poses with Lindsay Adler

ALL NEW!

The essential 

app for fashion 

photographers

PopPhoto Poses with Lindsay Adler is the essential posing 

guide for photographers looking to add creative and unique 

posing options for their clients. Each photo includes the 

tips and techniques to easily direct and shoot fashion.

Scan to see 

a photo tip 

from Lindsay
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The new Zeiss telephoto announced at last year’s Photokina fi nally arrives BY STAN HORACZEK

y now we have come to expect excellent 

sharpness out of Zeiss lenses. But with 

DSLR megapixel counts continuing to 

climb and image-editing software increasingly 

able to show us every photo at 100 percent mag-

nifi cation, it takes more to satisfy the lust for lens 

resolution. The new Zeiss Apo Sonnar T* 2/135 

ZE/ZF.2 has the optical muscle to deliver while 

providing one of the most distinctive photographic 

looks we have seen in some time.

This fast, full-frame Zeiss 135mm f/2 comes in 

mounts for Canon and Nikon DSLRs (Sony Alpha 

shooters have a Zeiss-badged 135mm f/1.8). I worked 

with our review sample (a ZF.2 model, shown) 

extensively on a Nikon D4 in all kinds of real-world 

shooting conditions.

As you would expect from glass with its 

pedigree, this medium-range telephoto provides 

the kind of sharpness that will quickly send 

photographers comparing it with tacks and 

razors. Hackneyed maybe, but forgivable: It’s 

one of the sharpest lenses you can stick on a 

DSLR. Period. That is, of course, assuming that 

you haven’t been spoiled by autofocus, something 

this lens doesn’t offer.

It also approaches the superlative when it 

comes to contrast, offering super-rich colors that 

some photographers might even want to tone 

down a bit in some circumstances. After all, the 

135mm focal length falls nicely in the portrait 

shooter’s wheelhouse, and the amount of contrast 

here can be a bit jarring.

But overall, the images are stunning. Thanks to 

the Apochromat optical design, fringing and axial 

aberration make barely a whisper, even in extremely 

tough conditions. The nine-blade aperture provides 

beautiful circular bokeh, especially when shooting 

wide open.

When I fi rst picked up the lens, I couldn’t wait to 

shoot some video, but I was surprised to fi nd that it 

stutters a little in movie mode. The focusing action 

is wonderfully smooth and perfectly damped, but 

the barrel moves forward as it is turned, making it 

a no-go for some follow-focus rigs. 

A bigger issue is the fact that the lens breathes 

as you focus: The perspective of the image actu-

ally moves a bit as you turn the barrel, and objects 

change size. This is not always a problem, but it 

may be during rack focusing, an extremely common 

technique in shooting motion. The lens certainly can 

capture incredible-looking video, but an experienced 

eye will almost certainly notice the shift. 

For still photographs, though, this $2,150 Zeiss is 

a powerhouse. Its all-metal body provides excel-

lent balance when used on a pro-caliber DSLR. It 

comes with an extremely burly metal lens hood 

that you’ll never want to take off. It’s a beautiful 

piece of gear to look at. And thanks to the time-

tested Sonnar design, it will likely outlive most of 

the gear in your collection. AP

NOTEWORTHY 

SPECS

FOCAL LENGTH 135mm 

full-frame (35mm) format

APERTURE RANGE f/2–22

LENS ELEMENTS Eleven 

elements in eight groups

CLOSEST FOCUSING DISTANCE 

2.62 feet (0.8 m)

MOUNTS Canon with EF bayonet 

(ZE version), Nikon with F bayo-

net (ZF.2 version)

FILTER SIZE 77mm

BARREL LENGTH 5.12 in. (130 

mm), ZE; 5.03 in. (128 mm), ZF.2

WEIGHT 2.05 lb (930 g), ZE; 

2.03 lb (920 g), ZF.2

BUY IT $2,150, lenses.zeiss.com
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Designed to meet the demand for lifelong learning, 

The Great Courses is a highly popular series of 

audio and video lectures led by top professors 

and experts. Each of our more than 400 courses 

is an intellectually engaging experience that will 

change how you think about the world. Since 

1990, over 10 million courses have been sold.

LI
M

IT
ED TIME OFFER

70%
off

O
RDER BY JULY

 5

SAVE $185

Fundamentals of Photography
Course no. 7901 | 24 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

DVD $254.95 NOW $69.95 
+$10 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Priority Code: 81746

Fundamentals 
of Photography
Taught by Joel Sartore, 
Professional Photographer
national geographic magazine

lecture titles

1. Making Great Pictures

2. Camera Equipment—What You Need

3. Lenses and Focal Length

4. Shutter Speeds

5. Aperture and Depth of Field

6. Light I—Found or Ambient Light

7. Light II—Color and Intensity

8. Light III—Introduced Light

9. Composition I—Seeing Well

10.  Composition II—Background 

and Perspective

11. Composition III—Framing and Layering

12. Let’s Go to Work—Landscapes

13. Let’s Go to Work—Wildlife

14.  Let’s Go to Work—People and Relationships

15.  Let’s Go to Work—From 

Mundane to Extraordinary 

16. Let’s Go to Work—Special Occasions

17. Let’s Go to Work—Family Vacations

18.  Advanced Topics—Research 

and Preparation

19. Advanced Topics—Macro Photography

20. Advanced Topics—Low Light

21. Advanced Topics—Problem Solving

22.  After the Snap—Workfl ow and Organization

23. Editing—Choosing the Right Image

24.  Telling a Story with Pictures—

The Photo Essay

Learn the Inside Secrets of 
Professional Photographers
Photographs can preserve cherished memories, reveal the beauty 
of life, and even change the world. Yet most of us point and shoot 
without really being aware of what we’re seeing or how we could take 
our photo from good to great. 

Just imagine the images you could create if you trained yourself to 
“see” as the professionals do. With Fundamentals of Photography, 
you’ll learn everything you need to know about the art of taking 
unforgettable pictures straight from National Geographic contributing 
photographer Joel Sartore—a professional with over 30 years of 
experience. Whatever your skill level, these 24 engaging lectures allow 
you to hone your photographer’s eye, take full advantage of your 
camera’s features, and capture magical moments in any situation or 
setting imaginable.

Of er expires 07/05/13

1-800-832-2412
www.thegreatcourses.com/5amph
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of resolution and frame rate that many high-end DSLRs can’t handle at any bit 

rate. Footage looks good straight out of the camera, making the GH3 a video 

camera a beginner can grow into. 

The GH3 also has a pile of other features that make motion shooters happy, 

including a headphone jack, easily monitored audio levels, silent operation 

mode, and most important, the ability to pass a clean HDMI signal to a digital 

recorder for squeezing out every last possible mote of image quality.

To facilitate this kind of performance, Panasonic had to overhaul this cam-

era’s insides. The GH3’s new Venus processing engine is largely responsible for 

the improved noise performance at high ISOs. The engineers also had to work 

some magic with the ergonomics to prevent overheating, a rampant problem 

when a small camera has to handle fl oods of data. Run as hard as we could, the 

GH3 never got too hot.

Beyond the standard imaging features, the GH3’s spec list gets especially 

interesting. The sheer volume of features you can monkey with becomes apparent 

as you descend into the menus: Built-in Wi-Fi lets you use a tablet or smart-

phone as a remote viewfi nder or shutter release and can automatically transfer 

images to a mobile device. GPS attaches location information to video and images. 

Auto HDR mode composites images on the fl y without holding up shooting. 

Panasonic uses optical image stabilization rather than sensor-shift, leaving it to 

their OIS-equipped lenses to combat camera shake. The list goes on.

Of course, if you’re used to shooting with a $7,000 DSLR—or even a $3,000 

model—this $1,300 ILC isn’t going to replace it. But it would make a fantastic 

companion to a heavy-duty outfi t. The Micro Four Thirds system is growing all 

the time, so lenses are abundant, and with a body this small, the GH3 makes for 

an excellent backup camera or travel kit.

When Panasonic fi rst announced the GH3 in late 2012, its spec list was sus-

pect: This camera was trying to do too much. But it does a lot very successfully. 

The GH3 is an excellent still camera with a fantastic control layout. It’s an even 

better video camera. And it does it all without getting in your way. AP
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24/7                       

Customer serviCe
is only a click away!

 

n  Change Your Address  

n  Check Your Account Status  

n   Renew, Give a Gift or 

Pay a Bill 

n  Replace Missing Issues

Just log on to:

americanphotomag. 
com/cs

save
time

Shown here without a lens, 

the Panasonic Lumix DMC-

GH3 sports a Four Thirds 

format Live MOS sensor. 

Its Micro Four Thirds 

mount accepts lenses from 

Panasonic, Olympus, Sigma, 

Tokina, and others.

continued from page 62
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W
ith this image, shot for an australian fashion 

magazine, photographer thierry Van Biesen 

does more than create a unique showcase 

for shoes. he takes us into a fantasy. the models, 

captured near the eastern tip of new York’s Long 

island, seem like exotic, wildly colored animals on 

the african savanna or animated, psychedelic flowers 

in some magician’s garden. But take note: these 

whimsical stems arise from darkness. 

as a child in Beirut during Lebanon’s civil war, 

Van Biesen became accustomed to seeing atrocity 

and violence. “Life was difficult because i was close to 

death all the time,” he says.

in 1976, when he was 11, Van Biesen’s beloved 

great uncle, who worked as a photographer in 

the 1920s and was a major creative influence, was 

accidentally killed by soldiers on his way home from a 

party. in his devastation, Van Biesen vowed to change 

his outlook: “i made an oath to myself that none of 

this would touch me. i suppressed everything.” With 

this powerful new coping tool, he found an enhanced 

beauty in the horror, telling himself that he saw fire

works over his home instead of falling bombs. 

Van Biesen began taking pictures while study

ing to become a math teacher at the ameri can 

university of Beirut. after graduating and then 

teach ing in abu Dhabi, he was moved to pursue  

a more creative career, so in 1989 he went to new 

York, where he assisted prestigious photographers 

such as Duane michals and arthur elgort.

now based in Brooklyn, Van Biesen has man

aged to shed the repressed vision of his youth— 

“i began experiencing everything around me like 

a newborn,” he says—but still relishes a dreamy 

visual language. his enduring optimism and 

fearlessness are revealed in his images as bold 

colors and movement. 

the vibrant image above started with a walk 

along the marshes and turned into a visual pun: 

“Lines Between the reeds.” Van Biesen adores 

the freedom of digital photography but did only 

minimal retouching here. he used mirrors during 

the shoot to create reflections and texture.  

and while Van Biesen may have a clearer way of 

looking at the world today, his goal is the same as 

ever: “i still want to say life is beautiful.” AP

PARTING SHOT

Above: “Wild Running,” 

2011, shot in East 

Hampton, N.Y., for Kurv 

magazine. 

A photographer pursues whimsy and beauty as an 

antidote to war   By Jill c. ShomeRThe Surreal World
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Small flash. Big results.

For more information: info@lastolite.us    www.lastolite.us

Tom Bol and Lastolite Professional.

"Lastolite accessories are essential for my shoots.
The Ezybox is my go to speedlight softbox, it
produces fantastic soft light for portraits, and
packs up tight for easy transport. Trigrips are
always in my pack. Having a grip handle 
makes these reflectors very easy to use."

Image on left taken with Ezybox Hotshoe shown

above, designed to work with most flash guns.

Don’t let your flashgun control your photography. Our comprehensive range of speedlight accessories

let you control the light so you can explore the full potential of your small flash. Whether you want 

to bounce, diffuse, reshape the light or you simply want to be more creative, Lastolite has the solution.
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